NOTE: Examples based off the 2021-2022 Contribution Rates. Please refer to
current year rates for accurate amounts.

Member OneJoined the Fund aged 25 years.
Contribution Costs are based on the orange-coloured coumns -Joining Under 40.
Member One turns 40 on May 20th, so age at 01 May is 39 years.
The cost for maximum $600,000 Standard Capital Benefit cover is $1867.80.
As Member One has the maximum Standard Capital Benefit, has the option to add
the Premium Capital Benefit. This is the last opportunity for Member One to add the
Premium Capital Benefit at the Joining under 40 cost. Rule 3(f)
Member One can add the Premium Capital Benefit at a later Renewal
however will pay the Contribution relevant to his age at the time. Member One is
only able to increase cover at the time of Renewal. Member One is required to
complete a Health Declaration and supply supporting medical reports for any
declared conditions subject to restrictions {Exclusion or Denial) on conditions
declared. Rule 6(f) The cost for $200,000 Premium Capital Benefit cover is $787.60.
With 15 years in the Fund, Member One holds the maximum $200,000 Death
Benefit.
The total cost for Member One’s Loss of Licence Cover is $2655.40.

Member Two Joined the Fund aged 42 yrs
Contribution Costs are based on the pale blue-coloured columns - Joining
Between 40-44. Member Two is 55 years of age at 01 May.
Has $384,000 Standard Capital Benefit cover and $200,000 Premium Capital
Benefit cover. Member Two wants to reduce their cover to the minimum of $100,000
Standard Capital Benefit. Rule 3(f)
Member Two is only able to reduce cover at the time of Renewal and must first
remove the Premium Capital Benefit.
The rate is $9.13 per $1000 cover, so to calculate;
$9.13 x 100 = $913.00 plus GST totals $1004.30.
Member Two’s Death Cover amount will decrease to $100,000 as it must not exceed
the amount of Standard Capital Benefit cover held. Rule 9(d)
As Member Two is over the age of 50 yrs, they are not able to increase their Loss of
Licence Cover at any time - Rule 3(b)

Member Three Joined the Fund aged 46 yrs
Contribution Costs are based on the dark blue-coloured columns -Joining Between
45-49.
Member Three is 51 years of age at 01 May.
Has $378,000 Standard Capital Benefit cover.
Member Three wants to reduce their cover to cost $200 per month as they wish to
pay the Annual Contribution by 12 x monthly instalments.
Member Three is only able to reduce cover at the time of Renewal. Member Three
contacts the Membership Team and is advised of the Standard Capital Benefit cover
they can have for a total cost closest to $2400.00.
The rate is $8.76 per $1000 cover, so $249,000 Standard Capital Benefit which costs
$2399.36. As Member Three is over the age of 50 yrs, they are not able to increase
their Loss of Licence Cover at any time - Rule 3(b)

